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Press release 

The World University Sport Climbing Championship are starting tomorrow in 

Slovakia 

The best climbers are coming to Bratislava, the Slovaks want to make it to the 

finals  

 

BRATISLAVA, June 2018 - The Slovak metropolis will welcome the world’s best 

climbers The World University Sport Climbing Championship will take place in 

Bratislava, on the biggest climbing wall of the country, from June 20 to June 23. 

Around 150 competitors and their coaches from 26 countries will compete in the 

capital city of Slovakia to win the title of the world’s best university climber. Among 

the competitors there are three Slovaks – Robert Luby, Andrej Capko, and Jakub 

Jiří Svub. "The best training is at the competition. We attended several 

competitions in the last half a year, both at home and abroad. We are pushing each 

other forward with Robert Luby. I would be happy if one of us makes it to the finals 

in Bratislava. So the spectators would have something to look at and someone to 

support. It will be difficult and the competition will be very good for sure," said 

Švub before the start of the championship. 

His words about good competition are supported by the starting list. There is the 

world record holder on the 15 metres high wall (5,48 s), Iranian Reza Alipour, the 

world champion from two years ago, Polish Marcin Dzienski or his fellow 

countrywomen – academic world champion Anna Brožeková and U19 world champion 

Patrycja Chudziaková. 

Championship was assigned to Bratislava on December 24, 2015. The Christmas joy 

changed to long preparations, the organisers have started to work on the event in 

2016. Approximately a month before the championship in Bratislava, almost 

everything is ready. „The preparations of the sites and the technical security are 

finishing. We finished the last preparation during the weekend - recostructions, 

painting of the walls or the carpet changes. We will be 100% ready,“ said the 

organisation committee president of the championship, Peter Hamaj.  
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The championship will take place in K2 in Bratislava  
 
The main site of the climbing championship will be the climbing wall K2 in 
Bratislava, which is the only wall in Slovakia suitable for speed climbing. „This wall 
fulfils the criteria for two disciplines – lead and speed. Each wall needs to fulfil 
the same parametres – the slope and length. There are rules also for the position 
of the holds which shape is specific for this kind of climbing,“ said the organisation 
committee president Peter Hamaj. A big overhang dominates the wall in Bratislava 
and is though even for experienced clmbers. It is surrounded by perpendicular and 
slightly overhanging sections. The area of the wall is 2000 m² with the maxumum 
height of 15,5 m. „The hall with the climbing wall is located on Stará Ivanská 
cesta. The entrance will be free of charge for everyone,“ added Hamaj. Some 
competitions will take place also on the square in front of Eurovea shopping 
centre. The main programme will take place on Friday, June 22. "In the morning 
there will be an accompanying event connected to  the Olympic Day, and in the 
afternoon men and women finals will take place," added Hamaj. 
 
Sport climbing at the Olympic Games  
 
The World University Sport Climbing Championship are happening only for the 
second time. Sport climbing is one of the five new sports of the Olympic Games in 
Tokyo 2020. „Sport climbing will appear at the Olympics for the very first time. 
We are happy we can show this sport also in Slovakia before the Olympics take 
place. The championship will be unique. This extreme sport is not very 
traditional, yet it attracts more and more attention among its fans,“ said Július 
Dubovský, the Slovak University Sports Association president.  
 
Memorandum about the cooperation between Slovak Olympic Committee and 
Slovak University Sports Association 
 
The Slovak University Sports Association and the Slovak Olympic Committee agreed 
n a memorandum about reciprocal cooperation. The main four points are: 
    - development of sports and Olympionism at Slovak universities,  
    - common method of “double carrier of athletes” system and programme in 
Slovakia, 
    - organising common events, 
    - taking advantage of common experience in organising and directing of sporting 
events. 
    Both parties committed to help each other with dratfs and realisation of common 
projects, as well as to cooperate also outside of these projects. "The connection 
between Slovak Olympic Committee and the World University Sport Climbing 
Championship was natural. For the Olympic Games in 2020 in Tokio, the 
International Olympic Commitee decided to add sport climbing to Olympic sports. 
At the occasion of the World Olympic Day, taking place on June 23, we found it 
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suitable to connect one of our events and the Olympic Day celebration on June 22 
in Bratislava, and to present new Olympic sport," said the media director of Slovak 
Olympic Committee Ľubomír Souček. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Talented Kuric: It is a beautiful sport 
 
Sport climbing made it to the programme of the third Youth Olympic Games which 
will take place in Octomer in Buenos Aires. Peter Kuric is the very first Slovak who 
qualified for these Olympics "I started with sport climbing when I was nine. I want 
to get better and do what I like," said Kuric. This talented young man has a huge 
goal – to qualify for the Olympics 2020. "Of course, it is a very nice motivation.  I will 
do my best to get there," he said. 
And what would he say about people interested in this more and more famous sport? 
“There is no need to be scared. It is a beautiful sport, but it is important to do it 
with heart. Because you like it, not because you have to," said Slovak climping hope 
Peter Kuric. 
 
 
More info at: http://wucbratislava2018.sk 
Logo for downloading and media info: http://wucbratislava2018.sk/media 
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